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ABSTRACT. We consider an action of a compact abelian group whose dual
is any subgroup of the additive group of real numbers (so, an archimedean
linearly ordered group) or a direct product (or sum) of such groups on a W*-
algebra, M . We define the generalized Hardy subspace of the Hilbert space of
a standard representation the algebra, and the Hardy subalgebra of analytic
elements of M with respect to the action. We find conditions in order that the
Hardy algebra is a hereditarily reflexive algebra of operators. In particular if
every non zero spectral subspace, contains a unitary operator, the condition is
satisfied and therefore the Hardy algebra is hereditarily reflexive. This is the
case if the action is the dual action on a crossed product, or an ergodic action,
or, if, in some situations, the fixed point algebra is a factor.
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the study of invariant subspaces and reflexivity
of operator algebras associated with compact group actions on W*-algebras.
Recall first the definition of a reflexive operator algebra.
Let A ⊂ B(X) be a weakly closed algebra of operators on a Banach space
X . Denote by Lat(A) the lattice of closed subspaces of X that are invariant for
all operators a ∈ A. Let
algLat(A) = {b ∈ B(X) : bK ⊂ K for all K ∈ Lat(A)} .
The algebra A is called reflexive if A = algLat(A). Hence, a reflexive operator
algebra is completely determined by the lattice of its invariant subspaces. An
algebra A ⊂ B(X) is called hereditarily reflexive if every unital weakly closed
subalgebra of A is reflexive. Sarason [19], proved two results: (1) every com-
mutative von Neumann algebra is hereditarily reflexive and (2) the algebra of
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analytic Toeplitz operators on the Hardy space H2(T ) where T is the the unit
circle T = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} , is hereditarily reflexive. In [14] we extended this
result in two directions: (1) to the case of Hp(T ), 1 < p < ∞ and (2) to the
not necessarily commutative case of non selfadjoint crossed products of finite
von Neumann algebras by the semigroup Z+. Later, in [9], Kakariadis has con-
sidered the more general case of reduced w*-semicrossed products and, among
other results, he has extended the particular case of our reflexivity result in [14,
Proposition 4.5,] for p = 2 to the semicrossed product setting [9, 2.10.H.]. This
result was considered later by Helmer [5] in the context of W*-correspondences
[12]. Further, in [15], we studied a related problem in a more general setting
than the crossed product or the reduced w∗semicrossed product considered in
[14] and [9, 2.9] for the case of von Neumann algebras. We considered a W*-
dynamical system (M,T,α) where T = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} is the circle group and
M is a σ−finite W*-algebra. We constructed a standard covariant representa-
tion of the system on a certain Hilbert space, H , a generalized Hardy space,
H+ and the corresponding Hardy algebra M+ ⊂ B(H+). We have shown that
if the spectral subspace corresponding to the smallest positive element of the
spectrum contains a unitary element, then, the algebra M+ is reflexive. Actu-
ally, [15, Theorem 3.5.] shows that if M ⊂ B(H) is a σ-finite von Neumann
algebra in its standard representation such that each spectral subspace contains
a unitary operator (as is, in particular, the algebra of analytic Toeplitz opera-
tors considered by Sarason), then, M+ ⊂ B(H+) is a reflexive operator algebra.
Recently Bickerton and Kakariadis [2] have obtained results about reflexivity of
algebras associated with actions of Zd+ (the direct product of d copies of Z+).
In this paper we make two significant steps towards solving the reflexiv-
ity problem of Hardy algebras associated to one-parameter dynamical systems
(M,R,α): 1. We consider a W*-dynamical system (M,G,α) where M is a von
Neumann algebra in standard form, and 2. G is a compact abelian group whose
dual is an arbitrary subgroup of R (possibly R itself with the discrete topology),
so, a discrete group with a linear archimedean order. We also consider actions of
compact abelian groups, G, whose duals, Γ, are direct products or direct sums
of discrete groups with linearly archimedean order and consider the lattice order
on Γ (see for instance [3]). In Section 2.1. we define a standard covariant repre-
sentation of the system that will be the framework for the rest of the paper. In
the Corollary to Proposition 2.4. we show that every von Neumann algebra in
standard form (in particular every maximal abelian von Neumann algebra) is
hereditarily reflexive, thus extending the first result of Sarason mentioned above
to every von Neumann algebra in its standard representation. In Section 3 we
consider the case when the dual Γ of G has an archimedean linear order, or is
a direct product of such groups, we define a generalized Hardy space H+ ⊂ H
and a corresponding Hardy algebraM+ ⊂ B(H+), where H is.the Hilbert space
of the standard covariant representation of the system (M,G,α) and we prove
that, in some conditions, including the conditions in [15], M+ ⊂ B(H+) is
hereditarily reflexive (in [15] we proved only reflexivity for the particular case
when Γ = Z).We do not assume as in [15] that M is σ-finite. Also, if Γ is an
arbitrary archimedean linearly ordered discrete group, it can be any subgroup
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of R with the discrete topology, not only Z as in [15], [9], [14]. Examples include
the Hardy algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators, H∞(T), the results in [15],
w∗-crossed products by abelian archimedean ordered discrete groups or a direct
product of such groups, some reduced w∗-semicrossed products considered in
[9], [2] and other situations as stated in the Corollaries 3.14., 3.15., 3.16. and
3.17.
2 Preliminary results and notations
2.1 Standard representations of W*-algebras
In this section we review some concepts and results related to the standard
representation of a von Neumann algebra. Some of these results are certainly
known, but we did not find an exact reference for them. We provide proofs
of these results for the convenience of the reader. In Proposition 2.4. and its
Corollary we prove that every von Neumann algebra in its standard representa-
tion is hereditarily reflexive. In particular, every abelian von Neumann algebra
is hereditarily reflexive ([19, Theorem 1]).
Let M be a W*-algebra and let ρ be a weight on the positive part, M+, of
M, that is a mapping ρ :M+ → [0,∞) ∪ {∞} such that
ρ(m+ n) = ρ(m) + ρ(n),m, n ∈M+
and
ρ(λm) = λρ(m),m ∈M+, λ ∈ R, λ > 0
with the convention 0 · ∞ = 0. As it is customary ([8], [20]), denote
Nρ = {m ∈M : ρ(m
∗m) <∞} .
Nρ = {m ∈M : ρ(m
∗m) = 0} .
Fρ =
{
m ∈M+ : ρ(m) <∞
}
.
Mρ = linear span of Fρ.
It is immediate that Nρ is a left ideal of M . The weight ρ is called faithful if
Nρ = {0} , normal if it is the sum of a family {ϕι} of positive normal linear
functionals and semifinite if Mρ or, equivalently [20, 2.1.], Nρ is w*- dense in
M.
Now letM be a W*-algebra,M0 ⊂M a W*-subalgebra, and P0 :M →M0 a
w*-continuous projection of norm 1 of M ontoM0 which is, in addition, faithful
on the set of positive elements of M. Let ρ0 be a faithful normal semifinite
weight on M . It is known that such a weight exists. Indeed, consider a family
{ϕι} of positive normal linear functionals of M0 such that their supports {pι}
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form a maximal family of mutually orthogonal projections of M0, in particular∑
pι = I. Then ρ0 =
∑
ϕι is a faithful normal semifinite weight of M0.
The following fact is stated in [19, Corollary 10.5] as a consequence of a
theorem of Takesaki [20, Theorem 10.1.]. We present a short proof of this fact
in our setting for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2.1. ρ = ρ0 ◦ P0 is a faithful normal semifinite weight on M.
Proof. Since ρ0 and P0 are faithful, it follows that ρ is faithful. Since ρ0
is normal and P0 is w*-continuous, it follows that ρ is normal. To prove that ρ
is semifinite, notice that from the definition of Nρ we have that MNρ0 ⊂ Nρ,
where MNρ0 denotes the linear span of {mn : m ∈M,n ∈ Nρ0} . Since Nρ0 is
w*-dense in M0 it follows that MNρ0 and therefore Nρ is dense in M so ρ is
semifinite.
By [8, Theorem 7.5.3.], there exists a faithful normal representation πρ of
M on the completion Hρ of Nρ ⊂M with respect to the inner product
〈m,n〉 = ρ(n∗m).
This representation is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence and is, in
that sense, independent of the choice of the weight ρ0. We will use the version
of Tomita-Takesaki Theorem from [8, Theorem 9.2.37.]. If S is the conjugate
linear operator defined on Nρ ∩N ∗ρ by S(n) = n
∗, then S is a preclosed densely
defined operator on Hρ and its closure has the polar decomposition J∆
1
2 , in
which ∆ is an invertible positive operator and J is a conjugate linear isometry
acting on Hρ such that J
2 = I and Jπρ(M)J = πρ(M)
′
where πρ(M)
′
is the
commutant of πρ(M) in B(Hρ). We have Nρ0 ⊂ Nρ, where, as above
Nρ0 = {m ∈M0 : ρ0(m
∗m) <∞} .
and
Nρ = {m ∈M : ρ(m
∗m) <∞} .
In the rest of the paper if ρ is a faithful, normal semifinite weight on M+
we will identify πρ(M) with M and will write m instead of πρ(m),m ∈M. We
will call this representation the standard representation of M and we will refer
to the inclusion M ⊂ B(Hρ) as the standard form of M. Also, we will denote
Hρ by H and the closure of Nρ0 in H by H0.
Lemma 2.2. The restriction of P0 to Nρ extends to the orthogonal projec-
tion of H onto H0.
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Proof. Clearly, P0(Nρ0) = Nρ0 . We will prove next that P0(Nρ) ⊂ Nρ0 .
Indeed, let n ∈ Nρ. Then n = P0(n) + (I − P0)(n) = n0 + n1. Since n ∈ Nρ, we
have ρ(n∗n) <∞, so
ρ(n∗0n0 + n
∗
0n1 + n
∗
1n0 + n
∗
1n1) = ρ0(P0(n
∗
0n0 + n
∗
0n1 + n
∗
1n0 + n
∗
1n1)) =
ρ0(n
∗
0n0 + n
∗
0P0(n1) + P0(n
∗
1)n0 + P0(n
∗
1n1)) =
ρ0(n
∗
0n0 + P0(n
∗
1n1)) <∞.
Therefore, ρ0(n
∗
0n0) <∞ and we are done. On the other hand,
〈P0(n),m〉 = 〈n, P0(m)〉 .
since both of the above terms equal ρ0(P0(m
∗)P0(n)), so P0 is.self adjoint.
Lemma 2.3. i) MH0 is dense in H and H0 is a separating set for M that
is, if m ∈ M is such that mξ0 = 0 for all ξ0 ∈ H0, then m = 0. Here, MH0
denotes the linear span of {mξ : m ∈M, ξ ∈ H0} .
ii) M ′H0 is dense in H and H0 is a separating set for M
′ that is, if m′ ∈M ′
is such that m′ξ0 = 0 for all ξ0 ∈ H0, then m
′ = 0.
Proof. i) We will prove that MH0 is dense in Nρ ⊂ H and, since Nρ is
dense in H, the first part of i) will follow. Let x ∈ Nρ. Therefore, ρ(x∗x) =
ρ0(P0(x
∗x)) <∞. Since ρ0 is a faithful normal semifinite weight on M0 we can
assume that ρ0 is the sum of a family of normal positive linear functionals {ϕι}
on M0 such that their suports {pι} form a maximal family of mutually ortog-
onal projections in M0 and
∑
pι = I. Since ρ0(P0(x
∗x)) =
∑
ϕι(P0(x
∗x)) <
∞, it follows that the summable family of positive numbers {ϕι(P0(x
∗x))}ι
is at most countable, say {ϕi(P0(x∗x))}i∈N with ρ(x
∗x) = ρ0(P0(x
∗x)) =∑∞
i=1 ϕi(P0(x
∗x)) < ∞. Let qn =
∑i=n
i=1 pi, where, for each i ∈ N, pi is the
supportof ϕi. Then, qn ∈ Nρ0 ⊂ H0 and xqn ∈MNρ0 ⊂MH0 for every n ∈ N.
Clearly, since pi is the support of ϕi we have ϕi(y) = ϕi(piy) = ϕi(ypi) for
all i ∈ N, y ∈ M0 and ϕi(qny) = ϕi(y) for every i, n ∈ N with i 6 n, y ∈ M0
and ϕi(qnx) = 0 if i > n We will show that limn→∞ xqn = x in H.Let ǫ > 0.
Then, there exists N = Nǫ > 0 such that
∑∞
i=N+1 ϕi(P0(x
∗x)) < ǫ2. Therefore,
if n > N
〈qnx− x, qnx− x〉 = ρ((qnx−x)
∗(qnx−x)) =
n∑
i=1
ϕi(P0((qnx−x)
∗(qnx−x)))+
+
∞∑
i=n+1
ϕi(P0((qnx− x)
∗(qnx− x))
Using the preceding observations, if i 6 n, we get
ϕi(P0((qnx− x)
∗(qnx− x))) =
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ϕi(qnP0(x
∗x)qn − qnP0(x
∗x)− P0(x
∗x)qn + P0(x
∗x)) = 0
and, if i > n > N
ϕi(P0((qnx− x)
∗(qnx− x) = ϕi(P0(x
∗x))
Hence 〈qnx− x, qnx− x〉 < ǫ2 and the claim is proven. To prove the second
part, let m ∈M such that mξ0 = 0 for every ξ0 ∈ H0, in particular, mn = 0 for
every n ∈ Nρ0 ⊂ H0. Since Nρ0 is w*-dense in M0 ⊂ M and I ∈ M0, it follows
that m = 0 and part i) is proven.
ii). Denote by K the closure of M ′H0. Then K is a closed subspace of H
which is invariant for every m′ ∈ M ′, so, the orthogonal projection, p, of H
on K comutes with M ′, and therefore p ∈ M. Since H0 ⊂ K, it follows that
(1 − p)H0 = {0} . Since by i) H0 is a separating set for M, we have 1 − p = 0
and thus K = H.To prove the second part of ii), let m′ ∈ M ′ be such that
m′H0 = {0} . It follows that Mm′H0 = {0} , so m′MH0 = {0} . Since, by i)
MH0 is dense in H , it follows that m
′ = 0.
Some of the statements in the next Proposition are probably known, but we
did not find a reference for any of them.
Proposition 2.4. i) Let M ⊂ B(H) be a von Neumann algebra in standard
form. Then, every normal linear functional, ϕ, on M is a vector functional,
that is, there exist ξ, η ∈ H such that ϕ(m) = 〈mξ, η〉 ,m ∈M.
ii) If N ⊂ B(H) is an abelian von Neumann algebra, not necessarily in
standard form, then every normal linear functional on N is a vector functional.
iii) If M0 ⊂ B(H0) is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra, then it is
spatially isomorphic with its standard form.
Proof. i) Let p ∈ M be a countably decomposable projection. According
to [8, 9.6.18.], the hypotheses of [8, 9.6.20.] are satisfied, so there exists ξ0 ∈ H
such that Jξ0 = ξ0 and M ′ξ0 = pH. Therefore, every countably decomposable
projection p ∈M is a cyclic projection. Now, let ϕ be a normal linear functional
on M. By the polar decomposition of normal linear functionals [8, Theorem
7.3.2.], it is enough to prove the statement for normal positive linear functionals.
Let ψ be a normal positive functional on M and p its support (that is, p is the
complement of the supremum of all projections q ∈ M for which ψ(q) = 0).
Then, p is countably decomposable, so by the previous arguments, p is a cyclic
projection. Applying [8, Proposition 7.2.7.] it follows that ψ is a vector normal
positive functional.
ii) Let ϕ be a normal linear functional onM. As argued in i), using the polar
decomposition of normal linear functionals it is enough to prove the statement in
ii) for normal positive functionals. Let ψ be a normal positive functional on M
and p its support which is a countably decomposable projection. Without loss of
generality we can assume that p = I.We will show that there exists a separating
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vector, ξ0 ∈ H forN and therefore, cyclic forN ′. Let {ξi ∈ H : i ∈ A} be a maxi-
mal family of orthogonal unit vectors such that, the projections {pi ∈ N : i ∈ A}
onto
{
Hi = N ′ξi ⊂ H : i ∈ A
}
are mutually orthogonal, so H =
∑⊕
Hi. Since
p = I is countably decomposable, it follows that the set A is at most countable.
Suppose A ⊆ N. Let ξ0 =
∑
i∈A
1
2i
ξi. and let m ∈ N
+ be such that mξ0 = 0.
Hence 〈mξ0, ξi〉 = 0, i ∈ A. Then, since N is abelian, so N ⊆ N ′, it follows that
〈mξi, ξi〉 = 0 for every i. Therefore, since m ∈ N+, it follows that mξi = 0,
so mHi = {0} for every i, and thus m = 0. Hence ξ0 is separating for N. The
statement ii) follows from [8, 7.2.7.].
iii) Let {pι} be a maximal family of mutually orthogonal countably decom-
posable projections of M0 and {ϕι} a family of positive linear functionals such
that the support of ϕι is pι. Clearly
∑
pι = I. Let ρ0 =
∑
ϕι. Then ρ0 is a faith-
ful normal semifinite weight onM+0 . By ii) for every ι there exists ξι ∈ pιH0 such
that ϕι(m) = 〈mξι, ξι〉 ,m ∈M0. Obviously, ξι is a cyclic and separating vector
of Mpι|pιH0 for every ι.It is also clear that 〈m1ξι,m2ξι〉 = ϕι(m
∗
2m1),m1,m2 ∈
M0, for every ι. If Nρ0 is as above,
Nρ0 = {m ∈M0 : ρ0(m
∗m) <∞} ,
then the mapping mpι → mξι extends to a unitary operator from Hρ0 to H0
and we are done.
Corollary i) Every von Neumann algebra in standard form is hereditarily
reflexive.
ii) [19, Theorem 2] Every abelian von Neumann algebra, not necessarily in
standard form is hereditarily reflexive.
Proof. i) Follows from Proposition 2.4. i) and [10, Theorem 3.5.].
ii) Follows from Proposition 2.4. ii) and [10 Theorem 3.5.].
2.2 W*-dynamical systems with compact abelian groups
Let (M,G,α) be a W*-dynamical system, where M is a W ∗−algebra, G is a
compact abelian group with dual Γ, and α a faithful w∗−continuous action of
G on M, .that is αg 6= id if g 6= 0, where id is the identity automorphism of M
and the mapping g → ϕ(αg(m)) for every m ∈M and every ϕ ∈M∗, where M∗
denotes the predual of M. For each γ ∈ Γ, denote by
Mγ =
{∫
〈g, γ〉αg(m)dg : m ∈M
}
.
where the integral is taken in the w∗−topology. In particular, if γ = 0, M0 is
the fixed point algebra of the system. It can immediately be checked that
Mγ = {m ∈M : αg(m) = 〈g, γ〉m}
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It is clear that the mapping Pγ :M →Mγ defined by Pγ(m) =
∫
〈g, γ〉αg(m)dg
is a w*-continuous projection of M onto the closed subspace Mγ ⊂ M. In
particular, P0 is a w*-continuous projection of M onto M0 which is clearly
faithful (on M+). It is well known that M is the w∗-closed linear span of
{Mγ : γ ∈ Γ} . The Arveson spectrum of the action α is, by definition ([1], [13])
sp(α) = {γ ∈ Γ :Mγ 6= {0}} .
Lemma 2.5. i) M−γ =M
∗
γ ,whereM
∗
γ = {m
∗ : m ∈Mγ}M
∗
γ = {m
∗ : m ∈Mγ}.
ii) Mγ1Mγ2 ⊂Mγ1+γ2 where Mγ1Mγ2 is the linear span of {xy : x ∈Mγ1 , y ∈Mγ2} .
iii) If m ∈ Mγ has polar decomposition m = u |x| , then u ∈ Mγ and
|x| ∈M0.
Proof. i) and ii) are obvious. iii) is a straightforward consequence of the
uniqueness of the polar decomposition of m.
Let (M,G,α) be as above, ρ0 a faithful normal semifinite weight on M0 and
ρ = ρ0 ◦ P0. Consider the corresponding normal faithful representation πρ on
Hρ and the Tomita-Takesaki operators S, J as in 2.1. above. As in 2.1. we will
write H instead of Hρ andM instead of πρ(M). In the case when Γ is a partially
ordered group, this representation will allow us to construct a generalized Hardy
space on which, in certain situations, the subalgebra of analytic elements of the
system (M,G,α) is hereditarily reflexive.
For every g ∈ G define the unitary operator Ug ∈ B(H) as the unique
extension of Ug(n) = αg(n), n ∈ Nρ to H. Then, since clearly, Nρ is an α-
invariant left ideal ofM, it is straightforward to check that the group of unitary
operators {Ug : g ∈ G} implements the action α. Also, from the definition of S it
follows that SUg = UgS and S
∗Ug = UgS
∗ for all g ∈ G. Therefore, JUg = UgJ ,
g ∈ G. It follows that the group {Ug : g ∈ G} implements an action α′ of G on
M
′
, namely
α′g(JmJ) = UgJmJU
∗
g = Jαg(m)J.
Similarly with the projections Pγ of M onto Mγ , γ ∈ Γ one can define the
projections P ′γ of M
′ onto M ′γ =
{
x ∈M ′ : α′g(x) = 〈g, γ〉x
}
P ′γ(x) =
∫
〈g, γ〉α′g(x)dg.
The proof of the following lemma is a straghtforward application of the
definitions.
Lemma 2.6. With the notations above, we have the following:
i) α′g(m
′) = Ugm
′U∗g is an action of G on M
′, where M ′ is the commutant
of M in B(H).
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ii) If g ∈ G, then Ug commutes with J , and Jαg(m)J = α′g(JmJ),m ∈
M, g ∈ G.
iii) (M ′)γ = JM−γJ, γ ∈ Γ.
iv) Ug(m
′ξ) = α′g(m
′)ξ, ξ ∈ H0,m′ ∈M ′.
v) sp(α) = sp(α′).
We will need also the following
Remark 2.7. If M is a finite W*-algebra, then M ′ is a finite W*-
algebra.This fact is immediate from the definition of the standard representa-
tions.
Let Hγ =
{∫
〈g, γ〉Ug(ξ)dg : ξ ∈ H
}
= {ξ ∈ H : Ugξ = 〈g, γ〉 ξ} . Then, the
map PHγ from H to Hγ defined as follows
PHγ (ξ) =
∫
〈g, γ〉Ug(ξ)dg : γ ∈ Γ, ξ ∈ H.
is an orthogonal projection of H onto the closed supspace Hγ . Applying Lemma
2.2., we see that if γ = 0, the Hilbert subspace H0 ⊂ H coincides with the
Hilbert subspace H0 considered in Section 2.1.
Lemma 2.8. i) If γ1 6= γ2, then Hγ1 and Hγ2 are orthogonal.
ii) For every γ ∈ sp(α),we have MγH0 = Hγ , where
MγH0 = {mξ0 : m ∈Mγ , ξ0 ∈ H0} .
iii) The direct sum of Hilbert spaces
∑
Hγ equals H.
iv) For every γ ∈ sp(α) we have (M ′)γH0 = Hγ , where
(M
′
)γH0 = {m
′
ξ0 : m
′
∈ (M
′
)γ , ξ0 ∈ H0}.
v) For all γ, γ′ ∈ sp(α) we have MγHγ′ ⊂ Hγ+γ′ and M ′γHγ′ ⊂ Hγ+γ′.
Proof. i) Let ξ ∈ Hγ1 , η ∈ Hγ2 . Then, by definition, Ug(ξ) = 〈g, γ1〉 ξ and
Ug(η) = 〈g, γ2〉 η, for all g ∈ G. Since the operators Ug are unitary, we have
〈ξ, η〉 = 〈Ugξ, Ugη〉 = 〈g, γ1 − γ2〉 〈ξ, η〉 , g ∈ G.
Hence, if γ1 6= γ2 it follows that 〈ξ, η〉 = 0.
ii) Since, by Lemma 2.3. i), H0 is a cyclic set for M, the subspace MH0 =
{mξ0 : m ∈M, ξ0 ∈ H0} is dense in H. Then, if PHγ and Pγ are the above pro-
jections, we have
MγH0 = Pγ(M)H0 =
{∫
〈g, γ〉αg(m)ξ0dg : m ∈M, ξ0 ∈ H0
}
=
=
{∫
〈g, γ〉Ug(ξ)dg : ξ = mξ0,m ∈M, ξ0 ∈ H0
}
=
.
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=
{
PHγ (ξ) : ξ = mξ0,m ∈M, ξ0 ∈ H0
}
.
Since by Lemma 2.3. i) the subspaceMH0 is dense inH and P
H
γ is an orthogonal
projection, the result stated in ii) follows.
iii) Let η ∈ H be such that η ⊥ Hγ for all γ ∈ Γ. Since M is the w∗-closed
linear span of {Mγ : γ ∈ Γ} , it follows from ii) that η ⊥ MH0, so, since by
Lemma 2.3. i) H0 is cyclic for M, it follows that η = 0.
iv) The proof is similar with that of ii) taking into account that, according
to Lemma 2.3. ii), H0 is cyclic for M
′
as well.
v) Immediate from definitions.
3 Hereditary reflexivity of generalized Hardy al-
gebras
In this section we will construct the generalized Hardy space and the generalized
Hardy algebra and prove the main results of this paper, Theorem 3.8. and
Theorem 3.9.
Let (M,G,α) be a W*-dynamical system with G compact abelian. Through-
out this section we will assyme that M ⊂ B(H) where H is the Hilbert space
constructed in Section 2.1. Suppose, in addition, that Γ is an archimedean lin-
early ordered discrete group, or Γ ⊆ Πι∈IΓι is the direct product or the direct
sum of archimedean linearly ordered (discrete) groups Γι. If (Γι)+ is the semi-
group of non negative elements of Γι, denote by Γ+ = Πι∈I (Γι)+ . Then, Γ+ is
a sub semigroup of Γ such that
Γ+ ∩ (−Γ+) = {0}
and
Γ+ − Γ+ = Γ
so Γ+ defines a partial order on Γ, namely γ1 6 γ2 if γ2 − γ1 ∈ Γ+.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ+, γ1 6= γ2. Then, either
i) γ1, γ2 are not comparable under the above order relation, or,
ii) γ1 < γ2, or,
iii) γ1 > γ2 and, in this case, there exists p ∈ N such that either
iii a) γ1 > pγ2 and γ1 < (p+ 1)γ2, or,
iii b) γ1 > pγ2 and γ1 and (p+ 1)γ2 are not comparable.
Proof. Suppose that γ1, γ2 are comparable. Thus, either γ1 < γ2, or
γ1 > γ2. Suppose that γ1 > γ2. Since γ1, γ2 ∈ Πι∈I (Γι)+ , we can write
γ1 = (γ
ι
1)ι∈I , γ2 = (γ
ι
2)ι∈I with γ
ι
1, γ
ι
2 ∈ (Γι)+ , so γ
ι
1 > γ
ι
2, ι ∈ I and γ
ι0
1 > γ
ι0
2
for some ι0 ∈ I. Since for every ι ∈ I , Γι has an archimedean order, there exists
a largest pι ∈ N such that γι1 > pιγ
ι
2. If L ⊂ N is the set of non repeating p
′
ιs
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then, since N is well ordered, there exists p = minL. Therefore, γ1 > pγ2. By
the definition of p ∈ N, γ1  (p+ 1)γ2, so either iii a) or iii b) must hold.
The following consequence of the above Lemma will be used
Corollary 3.2. Let γ0 ∈ Γ+ r {0} and γ ∈ Γ+.Then, there exists p ∈ Z+
such that either pγ0 6 γ < (p+ 1)γ0 or pγ0 6 γ and γ is not comparable with
(p+ 1)γ0.
Proof. If γ < γ0 or γ and γ0 are not comparable, then p = 0 satisfies the
conclusion. If γ > γ0, the statement follows from Lemma 3.1. iii).
Lemma 3.3. If Γ ⊆ Πι∈IΓι is the direct product or the direct sum of
linearly ordered discrete groups Γι, then Γ is lattice ordered (see [3]), i.e. if
A = {γ1, γ2, ...γn} is a finite subset of Γ then there exists inf A and supA in Γ.
Proof. If γj =
(
γιj
)
, 1 6 j 6 n, let µι = min
{
γιj : j = 1, 2, ...n
}
and
νι = max
{
γιj : j = 1, 2, ...n
}
for each ι ∈ I. Then clearly inf A = (µι)ι∈I and
supA = (νι)ι∈I .
If (M,G,α),M ⊂ B(H), H0, Ĝ = Γ and Γ+ are as above, define
H+ =
∑
γ∈Γ+
Hγ
Let p+ be the orthogonal projection of H onto H+. By Lemma 2.8. v), the
(closed) subspace H+ ⊂ H is invariant for ∨γ>0Mγ , and for ∨γ>0(M ′)γ .We will
denote by M+ the weak operator closure
M+ = p+(∨γ∈Γ+Mγ)p+
wo
in B(H+) and similarly
(M ′)+ = p+(∨γ>0(M ′)γ)p+
wo
where ∨γ>0Mγ , is the algebra generated by {Mγ : γ > 0}) and ∨γ>0(M ′)γ is the
algebra generated by {(M ′)γ : γ > 0}). Then, we will call H+ the generalized
Hardy space and M+ the generalized Hardy algebra of analytic elements of the
dynamical system (M,G,α).
To prove hereditary reflexivity, we also need the following
Lemma 3.4. If ψ is a weakly continuous functional on M+ ⊂ B(H+), then
ψ is a vector functional (that is, there exist ξ, η ∈ H+ such that ψ(m) = 〈mξ, η〉
for all m ∈M+).
Proof. Since ψ is weakly continuous, there exist n ∈ N and ξi, ηi ∈ H+, 1 6
i 6 n such that ψ(m+) =
∑
i 〈m+ξi, ηi〉 ,m+ ∈M+. Now let ψ˜ be the functional
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on defined by ψ˜(b) =
∑
i 〈bξi, ηi〉 , b ∈ B(H). Since ξi, ηi ∈ H+, it follows that
ψ˜(b) = ψ˜(p+bp+), b ∈ B(H), where, as above, p+ is the projection of H onto
H+. The restriction of ψ˜ to M is a normal linear functional of M. Applying
Proposition 2.4. to this restriction, it follows that there exist ξ, η ∈ H such
that ψ˜(m) = 〈mξ, η〉 ,m ∈ M. Since, as noticed before, ψ˜(m) = ψ˜(p+mp+), we
can take ξ, η ∈ H+. Therefore, in particular, ψ(mγ) = ψ˜(mγ) = ψ˜(p+mp+) =
ψ(mγ) = 〈mγξ, η〉 for every mγ ∈ Mγ , γ ∈ Γ+. The definition of M+ implies
that ψ(m+) = 〈m+ξ, η〉 ,m+ ∈M+ and the proof is completed.
Loginov and Sˇul’man [10, Theorem 2.3.] have shown, in particular, that if
a reflexive algebra satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4. then it is hereditarily
reflexive, that is, all unital weakly closed subalgebras are reflexive. Under the
name of super reflexivity this fact has been also considered in [4, Proposition
2.5. (1)].
In Theorem 3.8. below we will assume that (M,G,α) satisfies the following
condition:
(C) For every γ ∈ sp(α) \ {0} there exists an element uγ ∈ Mγ such that
u∗γuγ = uγu
∗
γ = eγ where eγ is a central projection of M and Mγ = M0uγ . For
γ = 0 we will take u0 = I.
Examples of dynamical systems (M,G,α) satisfying this condition include
the following:
a) If M is a finite W*-algebra and the center, Z(M0), of M0 is contained in
the center, Z(M), of M [18]. This is the case, in particular, when M is a finite
W*-algebra and M0 is a factor (this case will be discussed in a more general
context in part b)). The conditions M finite and Z(M0) ⊂ Z(M) also hold if
M = ⊕Mi and (Mi, G, α) is a finite W*-algebra and the fixed point algebra is
a factor. Corollary 3.14. below will refer to these example.
b) If M is a semifinite injective von Neumann algebra such that M0 is a
factor, except when M is type III and M0 is a type II1 factor [21]. Thomsen
has proved that in these cases, the action α has full unitary spectrum, that is
every nonzero spectral subspace contains unitary operators. This is the case, in
particular, whenM is a finite W*-algebra andM0 is a factor. In particular, this
latter situation occurs if α is a prime action of the compact abelian group G on
the hyperfinite type II1 factor [6], [7], in particular if α is egodic. Recall that an
action is called prime if the fixed point algebra is a factor. In particular if the
action α is faithful, then the all the examples in this part b) satisfy sp(α) = Γ.
Corollary 3.15. below will refer to these examples. Also, the Condition (C)
is satisfied if M is the crossed product of a von Neumann algebra M0. by an
abelian discrete group Γ. Corollaries 3.16. and 3.17. will consider this case.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that condition (C).is satisfied. Then
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i) Mγ = uγM0
ii) There exists an element wγ ∈M ′ = JMJ such that wγw∗γ = w
∗
γwγ = eγ ,
and (M ′)γ = (M
′)0wγ = wγ(M
′)0.
Proof. i) Clearly, if x = muγ for some then x = meγuγ = eγmuγ =
uγ(u
∗
γmuγ) ∈ uγM0 and conversely.
ii) Obviously, wγ = Ju
∗
γJ satisfies the equality wγw
∗
γ = w
∗
γwγ = JeγJ .Since
eγ is a central projection of M, we can apply [8, 9.6.18.] to get JeγJ = eγ .
Lemma 3.6. Let (M,G,α),M ⊂ B(H) be a W*-dynamical system with
G compact abelian as above. Then, if γ, γ′ ∈ sp(α) and eγeγ′ 6= 0, we have
γ′ − γ ∈ sp(α) (therefore, γ − γ′ ∈ sp(α)) and eγeγ′ 6 eγ−γ′.
Proof. Since eγeγ′ 6= 0, we have uγu∗γuγ′u
∗
γ′ 6= 0. so u
∗
γuγ′ 6= 0. Hence,
applying Lemma 2.5. ii), it follows that Mγ′−γ 6= 0, so γ′− γ ∈ sp(α). To prove
the last statement of the lemma, notice that by Lemma 2.5. and Lemma 3.5.
eγeγ′ = uγu
∗
γuγ′u
∗
γ′ = uγuγ′−γmu
∗
γ′ = uγuγ′−γmeγ′u
∗
γ′ = uγuγ′−γeγ′mu
∗
γ′
for some m ∈M0. Further, using repeatedly Lemma 3.5. we get
eγeγ′ = uγuγ′−γeγ′mu
∗
γ′ = uγuγ′−γu
∗
γ′uγ′mu
∗
γ′ =
= uγu
∗
γ′(uγ′uγ′−γu
∗
γ′)uγ′mu
∗
γ′ =
uγ−γ′m1uγ′−γm2uγ′mu
∗
γ′ = uγ−γ′uγ′−γm3m2eγ−γ′m1uγ′mu
∗
γ′ = eγ−γ′m4
for some m1,m2,m3,m4 ∈M0\ {0} . Therefore,
eγeγ′ = eγ−γ′m4m
∗
4eγ−γ′ 6 ‖m4m
∗
4‖ eγ−γ′
So eγeγ′ 6 eγ−γ′.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that Condition (C) is satisfied. Then
i) M+ is the w*-closed subalgebra of B(H+) generated by M0 and
{uγ : γ ∈ sp(α), γ > 0} .
ii) (M ′)
+
is the w*-closed subalgebra of B(H+) generated by (M
′)
0
and
{wγ : γ ∈ sp(α′) = sp(α), γ > 0} .
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.5.
We will prove next our results about reflexivity.
In Theorem 3.8. we assume that Γ is archimedean linearly ordered and that
Condition (C) is satisfied.
Theorem 3.8. Let (M,G,α) be such that Ĝ = Γ is archimedean linearly
ordered and Condition (C) is satisfied. Then M+ ⊂ B(H+) is hereditarily
reflexive.
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In Theorem 3.9. we assume that Γ is a direct product (or a direct sum) of
archimedean linearly ordered discrete groups, but we assume a stronger condi-
tion than Condition (C).
Theorem 3.9. Let (M,G,α) be such that Ĝ = Γ ⊆ Πι∈IΓι is the direct
product, or the direct sum, of archimedean linearly ordered discrete groups, Γι.
Suppose that sp(α) = Γ and that for every γ ∈ sp(α) = Γ, there exists a unitary
operator uγ ∈Mγ . Then M+ ⊂ B(H+) is hereditarily reflexive.
The proofs of these theorems will be given after some auxiliary results.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that Γ is archimedean linearly ordered and that
Condition (C) is satisfied. Then
i) (M+)
′ = (M ′)+, where (M+)
′ denotes the commutant of M+ in B(H+)
and
ii) ((M
′
)+)
′
=M+
Proof. i) Let x ∈ (M ′)γ1 and m ∈Mγ2 , γ1, γ2 ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+ . Then,
p+xp+mp+ = p+xmp+ = p+mxp+ = p+mp+xp+
so, (M ′)+ ⊂ (M+)′. To prove the converse inclusion, let x ∈ (M+)′ ⊂ B(H+).
Consider the following dense subspace of H+
H ′ =
∑
γ∈F
Hγ : F ⊂ sp(α) ∩ Γ+ a finite subset.
 .
Then, clearly, the subspace
H ′′ = lin {uγξ : ξ ∈ H
′, γ ∈ sp(α)} .
where uγ is the partial isometry in Condition (C), is dense in H. Let η =∑n
i=1 uγiξi ∈ H”. Without loss of generality, we will assume in the rest of this
proof that γ1 6 γ2 6 ... 6 γn. If uγiu
∗
γi
= u∗γiuγi = eγi , 1 6 i 6 n are the
central projections from Condition (C) above, then, a standard calculation in
the commutative W*-algebra Z(M), shows that
eγ1 ∨ eγ2 ∨ ... ∨ eγn = eγ1 +
n∑
i=2
(1− eγ1)...(1 − eγi−1)eγi . (1)
where eγ1 ∨ eγ2 ∨ ... ∨ eγn = sup {eγi : 1 6 i 6 n} . Clearly, the terms of the
above sum are mutually orthogonal central projections in Z(M). So if η =∑n
i=1 uγiξi ∈ H” it follows that
η = eγ1η +
n∑
i=2
(1− eγ1)...(1 − eγi−1)eγiη. (2)
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or,
η =
n∑
i=1
piη (3)
where p1 = eγ1 and pi = (1−eγ1)...(1−eγi−1)eγi , 2 6 i 6 n. Define the operator
x̂ on H ′′ as follows
x̂(
n∑
i=1
uγiξi) =
n∑
i=1
uγixξi.
We prove first that x̂ is well defined. Indeed, suppose that
∑n
i=1 uγiξi = 0. We
will show that
∑n
i=1 uγixξi = 0.Now, if η =
∑n
i=1 uγiξi = 0, it follows that
piη = 0, 1 6 i 6 n.
We must show that
pi
n∑
j=1
uγjxξj = 0, 1 6 i 6 n. (4)
These equalities imply that
∑n
i=1 uγixξi = 0, so x̂ is well defined. Since piη = 0,
we have
n∑
j=1
piuγjξj =
n∑
j=i
piuγjpiξj = 0.
Thus, factoring out uγi
uγi
n∑
j=1
piu
∗
γi
uγjpiξj = 0
By multiplying the above equality by u∗γi , and taking into account that pi 6 eγi
we get
n∑
j=i
piu
∗
γi
uγjξj = 0.
so
pieγiξi +
n∑
j=i+1
piu
∗
γi
uγjξj = 0.
where u∗γiuγj ∈ Mγj−γi . Since γi 6 γj , if i 6 j 6 n so, Mγj−γi ⊂ M+ and
x ∈ (M+)′, it follows that
x(pieγiξi +
n∑
i=2
piu
∗
γi
uγjξj) = pieγixξi +
n∑
j=i+1
piu
∗
γiuγjxξj = 0.
By multiplying the above equality by uγi , we get
piuγixξi +
n∑
j=i+1
piuγjxξj = pi
n∑
j=i
uγjxξj = pi
n∑
j=i
uγjxξj = 0.
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and this proves (4). Therefore, x̂ is well defined. From the definition of x̂ it
follows that x̂m = mx̂ on H” for all m ∈M and x̂(η) = x(η) for every η ∈ H ′,
so if, as we will prove, x̂ is bounded, it follows that x̂ ∈M ′. Next we prove that
the operator x̂ is bounded. Indeed, if, as above, η =
∑
uγieγiξi, then, using the
equality (3) and the fact that x̂ commutes with pi, 1 6 i 6 n, we have
‖x̂(η)‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥x̂
(
n∑
i=1
piη
)∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
pix̂ (piη)
∥∥∥∥∥ =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
‖pix̂ (piη)‖
2
.
Further, since γi 6 γj , and pjuγi = 0 when i 6 j and x ∈ (M+)
′
we have
‖pix̂ (piη)‖
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥pix̂(
n∑
j=1
piuγjξj)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥pi
n∑
j=i
piuγjxξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
6
6
∥∥∥∥∥∥pi
n∑
j=i
piuγjxξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥piuγi
n∑
j=i
piu
∗
γi
uγjxξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
6
∥∥∥∥∥∥pi
n∑
j=i
piu
∗
γi
uγjxξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥pix
n∑
j=i
piu
∗
γi
uγjxξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
6 ‖x‖2
∥∥∥∥∥∥pi
n∑
j=1
piu
∗
γi
uγjξj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
= ‖x‖2
∥∥piu∗γiη∥∥2 6 ‖x‖2 ‖piη‖2 .
Therefore, ‖x̂(η)‖ 6 ‖x‖ ‖η‖ so x̂ is bounded. As noticed above, x̂ ∈ M ′ and,
since obviously, p+x̂p+ = x it follows that x ∈ (M ′)+ and we are done.
ii) follows from i) by replacing M with M
′
.
The following version of Lemma 3.10. will be used in the proof of Theorem
3.9. Here and in Theorem 3.9 we assume that Γ is a direct product or a direct
sum of archimedean linearly ordered discrete groups, but we also assume a
stronger version of Condition (C), namely that for every γ ∈ sp(α),Mγ contains
a unitary operator and that the action is faithful (i.e. αg = id implies g = 0).
These conditions imply that sp(α) = Γ (see for instance [21 Lemma 2.2.]).
Lemma 3.11. Let (M,G,α) be such that Ĝ = Γ is a direct product, Γ =
Πι∈IΓι, (or a direct sum) of archimedean linearly ordered discrete groups Γι.
Suppose that α is faithful and for every γ ∈ sp(α), there exists a unitary operator
uγ ∈Mγ (as noticed above, these conditions imply that sp(α) = Γ). Then
i) (M+)
′ = (M ′)+, where (M+)
′ denotes the commutant of M+ in B(H+)
and
ii) ((M
′
)+)
′
=M+.
Proof. i) As in the proof of the previous Lemma 3.10. it follows that
(M ′)+ ⊂ (M+)′. To prove the opposite inclusion, let x ∈ (M+)′. Further, let us
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denote
H ′ =
∑
γ∈F
Hγ : F ⊂ Γ+ a finite subset.

and
H ′′ = lin {uγξ : ξ ∈ H
′, γ ∈ Γ} .
Clearly H ′ is dense in H+ and H” is dense in H. Define the linear operator x̂
on H” as follows
x̂(
n∑
i=1
uγiξi) =
n∑
i=1
uγixξi.
We will prove first that x̂ is well defined. Suppose that
n∑
i=1
uγiξi = 0. (5)
Since, by Lemma 3.3., Γ is lattice ordered, let ν = inf {γi : 1 6 i 6 n} ∈ Γ.
Since, by hypothesis sp(α) = Γ, we have ν ∈ sp(α). Let uν ∈ Mν be a unitary
operator as in the hypothesis. By multiplying (5) by u∗ν we get
n∑
i=1
uγi−νξi = 0.
Since γi − ν ∈ Γ+, i = 1, 2, ..., n and x ∈ (M+)′ it follows that
x
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγiξi =
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγixξi = 0.
so
uν
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγixξi =
n∑
i=1
uγixξi = x̂(
n∑
i=1
uγiξi) = 0
so x̂ is well defined. We will prove next that x̂ is continuous. Indeed∥∥∥∥∥x̂(
n∑
i=1
uγiξi)
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
uγixξi
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥uν
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγixξi
∥∥∥∥∥ =
=
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγixξi
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥x
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγiξi
∥∥∥∥∥ 6 ‖x‖
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
u∗νuγiξi
∥∥∥∥∥ =
‖x‖
∥∥∥∥∥u∗ν
n∑
i=1
uγiξi
∥∥∥∥∥ = ‖x‖
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
uγiξi
∥∥∥∥∥ .
so x̂ is continuous. As in the proof of the previous Lemma 3.10. we can see that
x̂ ∈M ′ and p+x̂p+ = x, so x ∈ (M
′)+.
ii) follows from i) by replacing M with M
′
.
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It is worth mentioning that the previous two Lemmas imply, in particular,
that (M+) ” =M+ but we will not use this fact.
In the next two lemmas we will assume that (M,G,α) is a W*-dynamical
system that satisfies Condition (C) and M is in standard form. We also assume
that Γ is a direct product or sum of archimedean linearly ordered abelian discrete
groups. If γ0 ∈ sp(α)∩Γ+r {0}and γ ∈ sp(α)∩Γ+ according to Corollary 3.2.
there exists p ∈ Z+ such that either pγ0 6 γ < (p+1)γ0 or pγ0 6 γ and γ is not
comparable with (p + 1)γ0. If, in addition, eγeγ0 6= 0 we will denote for every
λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1
Kγ0,γ,λ =
x(λ, γ0, γ, ξ) =∑
n>0
λnunγ0uγ−pγ0ξ : ξ ∈ eγ0H0
 ⊂ eγ0H+.
and
Lγ0,γ,λ =
y(λ, γ0, γ, ξ) =∑
n>0
λnwnγ0wγ−pγ0ξ : ξ ∈ eγ0H0
 ⊂ eγ0H
Lemma 3.12. Let (M,G,α) be a W*-dynamical system that satisfies Con-
dition (C). Γ and γ0, γ ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+ be as above. Then,
Kγ0 = lin {Kγ0,γ,λ : γ ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+, λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1}
is dense in eγ0H+.
Proof. Notice first that if γ0, γ are as in the hypothesis of the lemma, then,
by the definition of eγ0 in the Condition (C),we have that pγ0 ∈ sp(α) for every
p ∈ Z+ and, by Lemma 3.6., γ − pγ0 ∈ sp(α), so uγ−pγ0 exists, and thus the
definition of Kγ0,γ,λ in the hypothesis of the Lemma is consistent. Now, taking
λ = 0 in Kγ0,γ,λ, it follows that eγ0uγ−pγ0H0 ⊂ Kγ0,γ ⊂ Kγ0 . In particular, for
p = 0 (so, when either 0 6 γ < γ0 or 0 6 γ and γ is not comparable with γ0),
we have eγ0uγH0 = eγ0Hγ ⊂ Kγ0. We will prove that eγ0Hγ = uγeγ0H0 ⊂ Kγ0
for every γ ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+. This fact will imply that
∑
γ∈Γ+
eγ0Hγ ⊂ Kγ0 and
therefore, eγ0H+ =
∑
γ∈Γ+
eγ0Hγ ⊂ Kγ0 , so Kγ0 is dense in eγ0H+ as claimed.
We will prove first that eγ0u
p
γ0
uγ−pγ0H0 ⊂ Kγ0,γ . The case p = 0 was proved
above. Suppose that p > 0. We will prove by induction on k that
eγ0u
k
γ0
uγ−pγ0H0 ⊂ Kγ0
for every k, in particular for k = p. If k = 0, the above inclusion follows, as
noticed at the beginning of this proof from the definition of Kγ0,γ for λ = 0.
Suppose by induction that ulγ0uγ−pγ0ξ ∈ Kγ0 for l = 0, 1, ...k − 1.Then∑
n>k
λnunγ0uγ−pγ0ξ ∈ Kγ0
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for every ξ ∈ eγ0H0, λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1. Thus
λkukγ0uγ−pγ0ξ +
∑
n>k+1
λnunγ0uγ−pγ0ξ ∈ Kγ0
By dividing the above relation by λk, λ 6= 0 and then taking the limit as λ→ 0,
we get that ukγ0uγ−pγ0ξ ∈ Kγ0 , so, in particular, u
p
γ0
uγ−pγ0ξ ∈ Kγ0 for every
ξ ∈ H0. Since, obviously, upγ0(u
∗
γ0
)p = eγ0 for p > 0 and, by Lemma 2.5. ii),
M−pγ0Mγ ⊂Mγ−pγ0, it follows that
eγ0Hγ = eγ0uγH0 = u
p
γ0
(u∗γ0)
puγH0 ⊂ u
p
γ0
uγ−pγ0H0 ⊂ Kγ0
and we are done.
The following lemma can be proven similarly with the previous Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.13. Let (M,G,α) be a W*-dynamical system that satisfies Con-
dition (C), Γ and γ0, γ ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+ be as above. Then,
Lγ0 = lin {Lγ0,γ,λ : pγ0 6 γ < (p+ 1)γ0 for some p ∈ Z+, λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1}
is dense in eγ0H+.
Proof. of Theorem 3.8. We will prove first thatM+ ⊂ B(H+) is reflexive
and then apply Lemma 3.4. and the subsequent discussion to infer that M+ is
hereditarily reflexive. Let γ0 ∈ sp(α)∩Γ+. Since uγ0 ∈M, it follows that uγ0f =
fuγ0 for every projection f ∈ (M
′), in particular for every projection f ∈ (M ′)0.
By Lemma 2.8. iv), since (M ′)γH0 = Hγ , γ ∈ sp(α), we have, in particular that
(M
′
)0p+ ⊂ B(H+). Therefore, for every projection f ∈ (M
′
)0, fH+belongs to
Lat(M+). Let x ∈ algLat(M+) ⊂ B(H+).We will prove that x ∈ ((M
′
)+)
′
and,
then, applying Lemma 3.11. ii) it will follow that x ∈M+, so M+ is a reflexive
operator algebra. The way to prove this fact is to use Lemma 3.14. to show
that x∗ ∈ ((M
′
)∗+)
′
and then, clearly, it will follow that x ∈ ((M
′
)+)
′
=M+.As
noticed above, fH+ ∈ LatM+ for every projection f ∈ (M
′
)0,so xf = fx and
therefore x∗f = fx∗ for every projection f ∈ (M
′
)0. It follows that x commutes
with every element of (M
′
)0. We will prove next that xwγ = wγx for every
γ ∈ sp(α′)∩Γ+ = sp(α)∩ Γ+ and then apply Lemma 3.10. ii) to infer that x ∈
((M
′
)+)
′
= M+. To this end, let γ0 ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+. If γ0 = 0, then as convened,
uγ0 = wγ0 = I, so nothing to prove. Let γ0 ∈ sp(α) = sp(α
′), γ0 > 0. Denote
by Tuγ0 (respectively Twγ0 ) the operator uγ0 ∈M+ (respectively wγ0 ∈ (M
′)+)
defined on H+. Then the adjoints of Tuγ0 , Twγ0 on H+ are
T ∗uγ0
ξγ = 0 if 0 6 γ < γ0 and T
∗
uγ0
ξγ = u
∗
γ0
ξγ if γ > γ0.
and similarly
T ∗wγ0
ξγ = 0 if 0 6 γ < γ0 and T
∗
wγ0
ξγ = w
∗
γ0
ξγ if γ > γ0.
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Since uγ0 , wγ0 (so Tuγ0 , Twγ0 ) commute, it follows that T
∗
uγ0
, T ∗wγ0
commute as
well. Notice that if, for λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1, we denote
L˜γ0,λ =
{
ξ ∈ H+ : T
∗
wγ0
ξ = λξ
}
.
then, since T ∗wγ0 commutes with (M+)
∗, we have L˜γ0,γ,λ ∈ Lat(M+)
∗ and, since
x ∈ algLat(M+) it follows that.Lγ0,γ,λ ∈ Lat(x
∗) for every λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1. Since
L˜γ0,γ,λ consists of eigenvectors of T
∗
wγ0
for the eigenvalue λ, then, it follows that
x∗T ∗wγ0
ξ = T ∗wγ0x
∗ξ for every ξ ∈ L˜γ0,λ . On the other hand, it is clear that
Lγ0,γ,λ ⊂ L˜γ0,λ
where Lγ0,γ,λ is as in Lemma 3.13., so x
∗T ∗wγ0
ξ = T ∗wγ0x
∗ξ for every ξ ∈ Lγ0,γ,λ .
By Lemma 3.13.,
Lγ0 = lin {Lγ0,γ,λ : pγ0 6 γ < (p+ 1)γ0 for some p ∈ Z+, λ ∈ C, |λ| < 1}
is dense in eγ0H+, and therefore x
∗T ∗wγ0
ξ = T ∗wγ0x
∗ξ for every ξ ∈ eγ0H+, so
x∗ commutes with T ∗wγ0 , γ0 ∈ sp(α) ∩ Γ+ and therefore with (M
′)
∗
+
. Since x∗
commutes with (M ′)
∗
+
, it follows that x commutes with (M ′)
+
, so by Lemma
3.10. ii) x ∈ M+ so M+ is reflexive. Finally, by applying Lemma 3.4. and the
discussion following it, we see that M+ is hereditarily reflexive and we are done.
Corollary 3.14. below refers to the Example a) to Condition (C).
Corollary 3.14. Let (M,G,α) be a W *-dynamical system with G compact
abelian and M a finite W*-algebra in standard form such that Z(M0) ⊂ Z(M).
Suppose that the dual Γ of G has an archimedean linear order. Then M+ ⊂
B(H+) is reflexive.
Proof. According to [18, Theorem 2.3.], if M is finite and Z(M0) ⊂ Z(M),
then the Condition (C) is satisfied and therefore the result follows from Theorem
3.8.
Proof. of Theorem 3.9. The proof is very similar with the proof of Theorem
3.8. The only modification is using Lemma 3.11 instead of Lemma 3.10.
The next Corollary refers to Examples b) to Condition (C).
Corollary 3.15. Let (M,G,α) be a W *-dynamical system with M an
injective von Neumann algebra in standard form and G a compact abelian group
such that the dual Γ of G is a direct product (or a direct sum) of archimedean
linearly ordered discrete groups. Suppose that α is prime and faithful and it
is not the case that M is of type III and M0 is of type II 1. Then M+ is
hereditarily reflexive.
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Proof. Since α is faithful, we have sp(α) = Γ (see for instance [21, Lemma
2.2.]). By [21, Theorem 2.3.] each spectral subspace Mγ contains a unitary
operator. The conclusion of the Corollary follows from Theorem 3.9.
The concept of nonselfadjoint crossed product, or more generally that of
w*-semicrossed product were defined in [3], [11], [16].
Corollary 3.16. Let (M0,Γ, β) be a W*-dynamical system such that M0 ⊂
B(H0) is in standard form and Γ is a discrete abelian group. Suppose that
Γ ⊆ ΠΓι is a direct product (or a direct sum) of archimedean linearly ordered
groups. Let M =M0×αΓ ⊂ B(l2(Γ, H0)) be the corresponding crossed product .
Then, the non selfadjoint crossed product M+ = M0 ×β Γ+ (i.e. the algebra of
elements of M with non negative spectrum) is a hereditarily reflexive operator
algebra in B(H+) where H+ = l
2(Γ+, H0).
Proof. If G denotes the (compact) dual of Γ, and α = β̂ is the dual action
of β on M, then, consider the canonical conditional expectation P0 :M →M0.
Since M0 ⊂ B(H0) is in standard form, from Lemma 2.1. and the subsequent
discussion it follows that M ⊂ B(l2(Γ, H0)) is in standard form and by the
definition of the crossed product, Mγ contains a unitary operator uγ for every
γ ∈ Γ and thus the W*-dynamical system (M,G, β̂) satisfies the conditions of
Corollary 3.15.
Corollary 3.17. Let (M0,Γ, β) be a W*-dynamical system such that M0 ⊂
B(H0) is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra and Γ is a discrete abelian
group. Suppose that Γ ⊆ ΠΓι is a direct product (or a direct sum) of archimedean
linearly ordered groups. Let M =M0×α Γ ⊂ B(l2(Γ, H0)) be the corresponding
crossed product . Then, the non selfadjoint crossed product M+ =M0 ×β Γ+ is
a hereditarily reflexive operator algebra in B(H+) where H+ = l
2(Γ+, H0).
Proof. Since M0 ⊂ B(H0) is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra, by
Proposition 2.4. it is spatially isomorphic with its standard form, so the result
folows from the previous Corollary 3.16.
In [2, Corollary 5.14.] it is stated that if M0 ⊂ B(H0) is a maximal abelian
von Neumann algebra and Γ = Zd, d ∈ N, then M0 ×β Γ+ is reflexive, so the
Corollary 3.18. above extends that result by showing also hereditary reflexivity
in the special case Γ = Zd, d ∈ N.
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